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Rapid response to environmental emergency 
alerts.
The “Red Phone”

- dependent on efficient networking throughout the Arctic

- will help to identify and respond to any upcoming environmental hazards
and disasters

aims to help protect Arctic and global residents from the
hazards of potential future environmental emergencies



Main objectives

- Identification and documentation of potential risks

- establish a process starting with alerting research station staff to possible
environmental emergencies via an one-stop-shop

- provide protocols for infrastructure wide observations; and/or sampling, sample
transport or data submission and collection

- trial run

- establish cooperation with relevant organization and initiatives

- to secure long term sustainability

- outreach in popular science language

Rapid response to environmental emergency 
alerts.
The “Red Phone”



How should the information flow?



What are the most important risks in the Arctic?

Environmental contaminants (air pollution, black carbon, 
microplastics, POP’s…)

Diseases – climate sensitive infections (anthrax, rabies, 
air-borne diseases, tick-borne diseases…)

Non native & range expanding species

Extreme events (extreme rain/snowfall, winter 
warming…)

Hazards (avalanche, wildfires, methane eruptions, 
volcanic eruptions, floods, mudslides, rockfall)



Outreach

RAPID RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY ALERTS 

Managing risks and hazards

Environmental contaminants

Diseases

Non-native and range expanding species

Extreme events

Hazards

Link leading to an protocol 
for immediate reporting of  
any hazards and risks   

Scrolling links 
explaining each 
category and sub-
category in detail

Ongoing Trial Runs

Link to ongoing 
trial runs

The overall main objective of WP is to help protect Arctic and 
global residents from the hazards of potential future 
environmental emergencies such as release of radionuclides, 
contamination events from atmospheric deposition, volcanic 
ash, extreme climate events including possible severe ozone 
depletion, as well as spread of pathogens, disease and invasive 
species. 

Report an event



Trial run

- In cooperation with the Laboratory of Arbovirology at the Institute of

Parasitology, Biology Centre of the Czech Academy of Sciences

- released in August 2018

- to determine the prevalence of selected tick and mosquitoes-borne diseases

in the Arctic

- collecting samples of mosquitoes, ticks and animal droppings

- help to create the baseline for the monitoring of future shifts in the

distribution of selected diseases



Trial run



Too late 
- most of the station closed theseason
- repetition next season (spring 2019)

Feedback

- Did you find the protocols easy to understand?

- Are you able to do the sampling 
(even without any experience?)

- Are you aware of any regulation (permission) preventing to collect the samples?
(Nagoya protocol )

- Are you aware of any shipping regulations? (Experiences?)

Trial run

https://www.cbd.int/abs/about/


Thanks for the attention! 


